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HTML5 Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Using HTML5, web developers can create standards-based browser applications with extraordinary richness and power, incorporating everything from drag-and-drop to native audio and video—all without any third-party plug-ins. Simply put, every web developer needs to master HTML5—and...
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Developing Turn-Based Multiplayer Games: with GameMaker Studio 2 and NodeJSApress, 2018

	
		
			Create your first turn-based multiplayer game using GameMaker Studio 2’s built-in networking functions as well as using a simple NodeJS server. This book introduces you to the complexities of network programming and communication, where the focus will be on building the game from the ground up. 
		
			You will...
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Ajax And Php: Building Responsive Web ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2006
AJAX is a complex phenomenon that means different things to different people. Computer users appreciate that their favorite websites are now friendlier and feel more responsive. Web developers learn new skills that empower them to create sleek web applications with little effort. Indeed, everything sounds good about AJAX!

At its roots,...
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Professional jQuery (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS JAVASCRIPT has undergone a remarkable transformation. Where

	once it was a “toy” language relegated to secondary status it’s now one of the most important

	programming languages in the world. With the ongoing importance of Ajax-based development and

	the rise of full-featured JavaScript...
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Getting Started with StormO'Reilly, 2012

	
		If you’re reading this, it’s because you heard about Storm somehow, and you’re interested
	
		in better understanding what it does, how you can use it to solve various problems,
	
		and how it works.
	


	
		This book will get you started with Storm in a very straightforward and easy way.
	
		The...
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Effective JavaScript: 68 Specific Ways to Harness the Power of JavaScript (Effective Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2012

	“It’s uncommon to have a programming language wonk who can speak in such comfortable and friendly language as David does. His walk through the syntax and semantics of JavaScript is both charming and hugely insightful; reminders of gotchas complement realistic use cases, paced at a comfortable curve....
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Web Audio APIO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Go beyond Html5’s Audio tag and boost the audio capabilities of your web application with the Web Audio Api. Packed with lots of code examples, crisp descriptions, and useful illustrations, this concise guide shows you how to use this JavaScript Api to make the sounds and music of your games and interactive applications come...
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Learning TypeScriptPackt Publishing, 2015

	Exploit the features of TypeScript to develop and maintain captivating web applications with ease


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to develop modular, scalable, maintainable, and adaptable web applications by taking advantage of TypeScript
	
		Create object-oriented JavaScript that adheres to the...
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Silverlight 2 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Full Color Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!
 

Printed entirely in color, with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!

 

...
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Beginning Mobile Application Development in the Cloud (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	YOU CAN BUILD HIGH-QUALITY MOBILE APPS using only HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. And you

	can use JavaScript to build the cloud services that support those apps. You don’t need to learn

	Objective-C or Java to deliver production-quality iPhone and Android mobile apps.





	This book shows you how to use the web development...
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PHP & MySQL: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Given that you’re reading this book, the chances are good that you’ve built a
	
		web page in HTML. You’ve styled it by using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)
	
		and maybe written a little JavaScript to validate your custom-built web
	
		forms. If that wasn’t enough, you’ve learned a lot more...
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Async JavaScript: Build More Responsive Apps with Less CodePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012


	Originally devised to enhance web pages in Netscape 2.0, JavaScript is now

	faced with being a single-threaded language in a multimedia, multitasking,

	multicore world. Yet JavaScript has not only persevered since 1995, it’s

	thrived. One after the other, potential rivals in the browser—Flash, Silverlight,

	and Java...
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